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Introduction: What is Few-shot Learning?

• An example from CUB-200 dataset: American goldfinch
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* source : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_goldfinch
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Introduction: What is Few-shot Learning?

• Which is American goldfinch?
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* source : http://www.vision.caltech.edu/visipedia/CUB-200.html
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Introduction: What is Few-shot Learning?

• Which is American goldfinch?

• Humans can quickly learn “unseen” classes with small number of examples
• Since we have learned prior knowledge about visual representations
• This kind of problem is called “1-shot/few-shot” classification problem
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* source : http://www.vision.caltech.edu/visipedia/CUB-200.html
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What is Meta-learning?

• Definition from Wikipedia:
Meta learning is a subfield of machine learning where automatic learning
algorithms are applied on metadata ..about machine learning experiments. As of
2017 the term had not found a standard interpretation, however the main goal is to
use such metadata to understand how automatic learning can become flexible in
solving learning problems, hence to improve the performance of existing learning
algorithms or to learn (induce) the learning algorithm itself, hence the alternative
term learning to learn..

• Meta learning = “Learning to learn”
• All kinds of learning algorithms that learns to improve the learning process itself
• Let’s see an example
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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What is Meta-learning?

• In meta-learning, we focus on learning the learning rules
• Consider each dataset as a data sample
• Learn patterns across tasks
• So that the the model can generalize well to possibly “unseen” tasks
Meta-train dataset

Meta-test dataset

Train dataset #1: Dogs
Target test dataset : Birds

Siberian husky

?

Akita inu

Utonagan dog

American
goldfinch

?

European
goldfinch
Hooded
Oriole

Train dataset #2: Cats
Siamese cat

?

Persian cat

Train
Test

Russian blue

…
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* source : https://lilianweng.github.io/lil-log/2018/11/30/meta-learning.html
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Formulation of Meta-learning

• In contrast to regular deep learning whose a single training instance is a labeled
sample, that for meta-learning is a task episode (e,g., a set of samples).

“episode”

• First we need a training set
(a.k.a. support set) which consists of a couple
of samples belonging to a subset of classes (or tasks
).
• We also need to specify samples that we would like to evaluate; then form a test
set
(a.k.a. query) belonging to .
• Together,
and
episodes one by one.
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

form a training episode. The model takes many
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Formulation of Meta-learning

•

-way, -shot learning task
•
•

classes per episode, that have not previously been trained upon.
labelled examples per class

( examples) *

classes

• In classification tasks, the objective of meta-learning is:
log-likelihood

• This can be replaced with any ML problems (e.g., regression, language generation,
skill learning)
• We will focus on classification tasks in meta-learning (i.e., few-shot classification)
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Formulation of Meta-learning

• In test time, the model must be fast adapted to accommodate new classes not
seen in training, given only a few examples of each of the classes.

Meta-training
(with training classes)
Fast adaptation

Meta-testing
(with unseen classes)
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Types of Meta-learning

• Recall the objective of few-shot classification:

How to compute?
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Types of Meta-learning

• Recall the objective of few-shot classification:

How to compute?

• Model-based Meta-learning
• The key idea is to build a model and training process designed for rapid generalization
across tasks.

• To compute the set representation of
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

, RNN-based models are widely utilized.
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Types of Meta-learning

• Recall the objective of few-shot classification:

How to compute?

• Metric-based Meta-learning
• The key idea is to learn a metric or distance function on deep neural features over
objects.
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Types of Meta-learning

• Recall the objective of few-shot classification:

How to compute?

• Optimization-based Meta-learning
• The key idea is to adjust the optimization algorithm with a few examples.
<Meta-train>

<Meta-test>
Meta-learner
(fix)

Meta-learner ( )
Cats

...

...
Dogs

Learner
( )
Trained on taskspecific loss

Learner
Birds

• Gradient-based optimization techniques (e.g. gradient descent) are utilized.
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Meta-learning with External Memory

• [Graves et al. 14] propose a Neural Turing Machine (NTM), a neural networks
architecture which has external memory.
• With an explicit storage buffer, it is easier for the network to rapidly incorporate
new information and not to forget in the future.

Inputs

Write
Memory

Outputs

Read

• Read and write heads in a NTM external memory module are fully differentiable
and trained for rapid memory encoding and retrieval.
• There are some recent works on meta-learning using external memory units.
• Memory-Augmented Neural Network (MANN) [Santoro et al. 16]
• Meta Networks [Munkhdalai et. al., 17]
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Meta-learning with External Memory

• [Santoro et al. 16] proposed Memory-Augmented Neural Network (MANN) to
rapidly assimilate new data, and to make accurate predictions with few samples.
• They train MANN to perform classification while presenting the data instance
and labels in a time-offset manner to prevent simple mapping from label to label.

LSTM

time-offset manner

• The loss function is the sum of classification loss at each time step.

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Meta-learning with External Memory

• [Santoro et al. 16] proposed Memory-Augmented Neural Network (MANN) to
rapidly assimilate new data, and to make accurate predictions with few samples.
• They train MANN to perform classification while presenting the data instance
and labels in a time-offset manner to prevent simple mapping from label to label.

LSTM
1 2

3

4

5

3 4

5

1

2

• Further, they shuffle labels, classes, and samples from episode to episode to
prevent the network from learning sample-class bindings in its weights.
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Meta-learning with External Memory

• The network has an external memory module,
written to.

, that is both read from and

• The rows of
serve as memory ‘slots‘, with the row vectors themselves
constituting individual memories.
• For reading, a cosine distance measure is computed for the query key vector
(here notated as ) and each individual row in memory.
Query
Memory
Read

• A memory,
• Finally,

, is then retrieved using these read-weights:

is concatenated with the hidden state of the LSTM model.

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Meta-learning with External Memory

• To write to memory, they implemented an access module called Least Recently
Used Access (LRUA) which writes to either the most recently read location, or
the least recently used location.

Write

Memory

• Usage weights
are computed each time-step to keep track of the locations
most recently read or written to:
• The least-used weights,

where
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

is:

denotes the -th smallest element of the vector .
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Simple Neural AttentIve meta-Learner (SNAIL)

• Traditional RNN architectures propagate information by keeping it in their hidden
state from one time step to the next.
• This temporally-linear dependency bottlenecks their capacity.

• [Mishra et al. 18] propose a model architectures that addresses this shortcoming.
• They combine these two modules for simple neural attentive learner (SNAIL):
• Temporal convolutions, which enable the meta-learner to aggregate contextual
information from past experience
• Causal attention, which allow it to pinpoint specific pieces of information within that
context.

• These two components complement each other: while the former provide highbandwidth access at the expense of finite context size, the latter provide
pinpoint access over an infinitely large context.

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Simple Neural AttentIve meta-Learner (SNAIL)

• Two of the building blocks that compose SNAIL architectures.
• A Dense block applies a causal 1D-convolution, and then concatenates the
output to its input. A Temporal Convolution (TC) block applies a series of dense
blocks with exponentially-increasing dilation rates.

[T, D]

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Simple Neural AttentIve meta-Learner (SNAIL)

• Two of the building blocks that compose SNAIL architectures.
• A attention block performs a causal key-value lookup and also concatenates the
output to the input; they style this operation after the self-attention mechanism.

[T, V]
[T, V]

Self-attention relates different
positions of a single sequence in
order to compute a representation

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

[T, T] (masked)
[T, K]

[T, K]
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Simple Neural AttentIve meta-Learner (SNAIL)

• Overview of the SNAIL for supervised learning:
classification loss (i.e., cross-entropy)

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Simple Neural AttentIve meta-Learner (SNAIL)

• SNAIL outperforms state-of-the-art methods in few-shot classification tasks that
are extensively hand-designed, and/or domain-specific (e.g., Matching
networks [Vinyals et al. 16]).
• It significantly exceeds the performance of methods such as MANN that are
similarly simple and generic.

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Matching Networks

• Matching Networks [Vinyals et al. 16] propose to learn a shared embedding
space over multiple subclassification problems.
• In this model, the neural attention mechanism (denoted as ) is used as a
metric function on deep features. The simplest form of is to use the softmax
over the cosine distance with embedding functions and .

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Matching Networks

• Two issues of embedding functions:
• Each element
gets embedded by
independently of other elements in the
support set .
•
does not modify how we embed the test image through .

• To handle this issues, authors proposed full context embeddings:
become
,
respectively.
• The encoding function for the elements in the support set ,
bidirectional LSTM:

where
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

and
, is a

be a convolutional neural network (e.g. VGG or Inception)
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Matching Networks

• Two issues of embedding functions:
• Each element
gets embedded by
independently of other elements in the
support set .
•
does not modify how we embed the test image through .

• To handle this issues, authors proposed full context embeddings:
become
,
respectively.
• The encoding function for the test sample,
over the whole set :

where
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

and

, is a LSTM with read-attention

be a convolutional neural network (e.g. VGG or Inception)
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Matching Networks

• The overall architecture is as follows:

• The networks are trained by maximizing log-likelihood.

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Matching Networks

• Matching Networks generalize well and thus outperforms baseline classifiers
and meta-learning models (MANN) on few-shot classification tasks.

• It also works well on harder dataset, such as miniImageNet.

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Prototypical Networks

• Prototypical Networks [Snell et al. 17], is based on the idea that there exists an
embedding in which points cluster around a single prototype representation for
each class.
• They use meta-learning to learn a metric space that minimizes the distance
between the prototypes and each training instance.

Class
prototype
Embedded
instance

Prototype of the target class

: Embedding functions (i.e. CNN)
: Euclidean, or cosine distance
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Prototypical Networks

• Prototypical networks are trained by minimizing the negative log-probability
via episodic training.
• The training procedure is:
• Select a subset of classes, then choosing support examples and query examples
within each class for an episode.

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Prototypical Networks

• Prototypical networks are trained by minimizing the negative log-probability
via episodic training.
• The training procedure is:
• Select a subset of classes, then choosing support examples and query examples
within each class for an episode.
• Compute prototype from support examples for each class.
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Prototypical Networks

• Prototypical networks are trained by minimizing the negative log-probability
via episodic training.
• The training procedure is:
• Select a subset of classes, then choosing support examples and query examples
within each class for an episode.
• Compute prototype from support examples for each class.
• Compute negative likelihood loss from query examples and update networks.

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Prototypical Networks

• Prototypical Networks outperform Matching Networks and MAML (to be
introduced) on few-shot classification tasks on Omniglot and miniImageNet
dataset.
• Note that metric-based methods are stronger than others in few-shot
classification tasks.

Omniglot

miniImageNet

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

Relation Networks

• Relation Networks (RN) [Sung et al. 18] is able to classify images by computing
relation scores between query images and the few examples of each new class.
• The model consists of two modules: an embedding module
module
(both are CNNs).

and a relation

• The embedding module produces features maps of the support set.

element-wise sum over the embeddings
of all samples from each class
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Relation Networks

• Relation Networks (RN) [Sung et al. 18] is able to classify images by computing
relation scores between query images and the few examples of each new class.
• The model consists of two modules: an embedding module
module
(both are CNNs).

and a relation

• The embedding module produces features maps of the support set.
• The relation module produces a scalar in range of 0 to 1 representing the similarity
between features, which is called relation score.

: concatenation of
feature maps in depth

Objective function

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Relation Networks

• Relation Networks outperforms Matching Networks, Prototypical Networks and
MAML on few-shot learning tasks.

Omniglot

miniImageNet
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Metric-based meta-learning

• Development relationship between different metric-based meta-learning meth
ods.
• Many variants have been developed from the three representative works:
• Matching Networks
• Prototypical Networks
• Relation Networks

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

Source: [Lu, et. Al., 20] Learning from Very Few Samples: a Survey, Arxiv, 2020 https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.02653
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Optimization-based Meta-learning in Formal Definition

• Optimization-based meta-learning algorithms consist of two levels of learning
(or loops)
• Inner loop: optimizes the base learner (e.g., classifier)
• Parameters
• Objective:

: parameters of the base learner
(e.g., cross entropy for classification)

Inner loop

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Optimization-based Meta-learning in Formal Definition

• Optimization-based meta-learning algorithms consist of two levels of learning
(or loops)
• Inner loop: optimizes the base learner (e.g., classifier)
• Parameters
• Objective:

: parameters of the base learner
(e.g., cross entropy for classification)

• Outer loop (meta-training loop): optimizes the meta-learner
• Meta-parameters : parameters to learn the learning rule (e.g., how much to update )
• Meta-objective
: performance of the base learner on the new task
• Meta-optimization: adjusting so that the inner loop perform well on

Inner loop

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Optimizers for Learning DNNs

• Learning DNNs is an optimization problem

✓⇤ = arg min L(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

✓

• ℒ be a task-specific objective (e.g., cross-entropy for classification)
• " be parameters of a neural network

• How to find the optimal " ∗ which minimize ℒ ?
• The parameters are updated iteratively by taking gradient

✓t+1 = ✓t
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

rL(✓t )

• DNNs are often trained via “hand-designed” gradient-based optimizers
• e.g., Nesterov momentum [Nesterov, 83], Adagrad [Duchi et al., 11],
RMSProp [Tieleman and Hinton, 12], ADAM [Kingma and Ba, 15]
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An Example of Optimizers: SGD with Momentum

• Update rules of SGD with momentum:

✓t+1 = ✓t
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

mt

mt = µmt
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

1

+ r✓ L(✓t )

where ! is a learning rate and " is a momentum
• Unroll the update steps
Parameters #

Gradients

Optimizer

✓0

r✓ L(✓0 )

m0 = r✓ L(✓0 )

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

✓0

r✓ L(✓1 )

m1 = µm0 + r✓ L(✓1 )

✓2 = ✓1 +

✓1

r✓ L(✓2 )

m2 = µm1 + r✓ L(✓2 )

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

✓1 = ✓0 +
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Updates

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

✓0 =

m0

✓1 =

m1

✓2 =

m2
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An Example of Optimizers: ADAM

• Update rules of ADAM [Kingma and Ba, 15]:

✓t+1 = ✓t

1 )r✓ L(✓t )

mt = 1 mt 1 + (1
vt = 2 vt 1 + (1

p mt
vt

<latexit sha1_base64="B1CSpI5Ab6LTJedqBB+mJl1eafk=">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</latexit>

2 )(r✓ L(✓t ))
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where ! is a learning rate and "# , "% are decay rates for the moments
• Unroll the update steps
Parameters &

Gradients

✓0

r✓ L(✓0 )

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Optimizer
m0 = (1
1 )r✓ L(✓0 )

2 )(r✓ L(✓0 ))

v0 = (1
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✓1

r✓ L(✓2 )
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

m2 =
v2 =
<latexit sha1_base64="PAy13ezgS9cWxoVfxo1/kXT9K+s=">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</latexit>
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1 m0
2 v0

+ (1

1 m1
2 v1

+ (1

+ (1

+ (1

Updates
2

p

v0

✓1 =

p

v1

✓2 =

p

v2

m0

<latexit sha1_base64="Mc11Vtw6lZLW/jUSL2rIqw5qOpg=">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</latexit>

1 )r✓ L(✓1 )

2 )(r✓ L(✓1 ))

2

m1

<latexit sha1_base64="TGBdHDwI3uFcm6xbkvWMg1oDcro=">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</latexit>

1 )r✓ L(✓2 )

2 )(r✓ L(✓2 ))

✓0 =

2

m2

<latexit sha1_base64="f/7BuvRWastidScdWWi/0Dgl2e4=">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</latexit>
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Learning Optimizers for Learning DNNs

• Drawbacks of these hand-designed optimizers (or update rules)
• Potentially poor performance on some problems
• Difficult to hand-craft the optimizer for every specific class of functions to optimize

• Solution: Learning an optimizer in an automatic way [Andrychowicz et al., 16]

• Explicitly model optimizers using recurrent neural networks (RNNs)

✓t+1 = ✓t + g (rL(✓t ), ht )
<latexit sha1_base64="hXQ31T3ocUpXqRXuP18x3jDaT9s=">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</latexit>

Outputs of RNN

Inputs

Hidden states

• Cast an optimizer design as a learning problem
⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="OSXyJQJZ0+/Q1K8lMLM9wSyly7I=">AAADbXiclVJbi9NAFJ6mXtZ66yo+eEGCpZpYu2SKoC+FRX3wwYcVtrsLne4wmU6aYWeSmDkplJAn/6Fv/gVf/AtO2gjrbkE9EPjmu8zJOUyYKWkgCL63nPaVq9eu79zo3Lx1+87d7u69I5MWORcTnqo0PwmZEUomYgISlDjJcsF0qMRxePa+1o+XIjcyTQ5hlYmZZotERpIzsBTdbX0lWSxPX44JyxdEy4TWZ6IZxJyp8lPlEYgFMHro1YLvd/oxhXG0tnkkYaFiW9zgv4ppCUNc2UDDlTDA1fi3YbD4tyvqC567mgZjDw9JWCvY34ToxrklG/guIXVueT438r2/B/3TUaev7YhNL9t6PcfgP9pDPfQHoay4IfB4SKKc8ZIsmNasKon5kkO5pLiqNMW02wv2gnW5lwFuQA81dUC738g85YUWCXDFjJniIINZyXKQXImqQwojMsbP2EJMLUyYFmZWrl9L5fYtM3ejNLdfAu6aPZ8omTZmpUPrrEczF7Wa3KZNC4jezkqZZAWIhG8aRYVyIXXrp+fOZS44qJUFjOfS/qvLY2bXAvaBduwS8MWRL4Oj0R62+PPr3v67Zh076DF6hjyE0Ru0jz6iAzRBvPXD6ToPnUfOz/aD9pP2043VaTWZ++iPar/4BSctFCM=</latexit>

= arg min L(✓T ( ))

where !" # are the $-step updated parameters given the RNN optimizer #
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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RNN Optimizer

• Update rules based on a RNN !" , $" parameterized by %

✓t+1 = ✓t + g (rL(✓t ), ht )
<latexit sha1_base64="hXQ31T3ocUpXqRXuP18x3jDaT9s=">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</latexit>

• Inner-loop: update the parameters & via the optimizer for ' times

Parameters &

Gradients

✓0

r✓ L(✓0 )

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

✓0

r✓ L(✓1 )

✓2 = ✓1 +

✓1

r✓ L(✓2 )

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Updates

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

✓1 = ✓0 +
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Optimizer

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0pMk6CniKdbEEQzKzqo/m8fYMZI=">AAADYniclVJBb9MwGHVTBiPA1rIjHCKqogTWKa6Q4FJpAg4cOAxp3SbVneW4TmPNToLtVFRR/iQ3Tlz4IThNDqOrNPFJkV7e+56ev09flAuuTRj+6jjdB3sPH+0/dp88fXZw2Os/v9BZoSib0kxk6ioimgmesqnhRrCrXDEiI8Euo5tPtX65YkrzLD0365zNJVmmPOaUGEvhfufHEOUJv34zQUQtkeQprv+RJCahRJRfKx+ZhBmCz/1aCAJ3mODxJN60+SglkSA7usfBcYJh4KLPTBjSknCyvMcGa1sJK5vy2pM4nPhwhKJGaUy46dzhDQMPodq3uu0bB/79xuB67A4lNpM2y0aXZgSrt/8Rb+ybt6YdoVgRWqIlkZJUJdLflSlXGFaVxBD3BuFJuCnvLoAtGIC2znDvJ1pktJAsNVQQrWcwzM28JMpwKljlokKznNAbsmQzC1MimZ6XmxOpvKFlFl6cKfulxtuwtx0lkVqvZWQ769H0tlaTu7RZYeIP85KneWFYSpuguBCeybz63rwFV4wasbaAUMXtWz2aELsWY6/StUuA2yPfBRfjE2jxt3eD04/tOvbBC/AK+ACC9+AUfAFnYApo57ez5xw4h86frtvtd4+aVqfTeo7AP9V9+RfNrQ5R</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qZxLrB4P0Nwtln6EmWCVJw55C+8=">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</latexit>

✓1 = g (rL(✓1 ), h1 )

✓2 = g (rL(✓2 ), h2 )
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Objective for Learning RNN Optimizer

• Objective for the RNN optimizer ! on the entire training trajectory

Lmeta ( ) =
<latexit sha1_base64="1/BGGgyBhRa1BS1GCy58PBWzC1A=">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</latexit>

T
X
t=1

wt L(✓t )

Parameters "

Gradients

✓0

r✓ L(✓0 )

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

where #$ weights for each time-step

Optimizer

Updates

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

L(✓0 +
<latexit sha1_base64="I1SJzuSzASrK6RLk4teSZgfgEho=">AAAEw3icnVNbb9MwFM7WAqPcOnjkxaIqahid4ggJXiJVXCQeeBhSu02qW8txnTaqnYT4pKiK8id527/BaQMqbUcFliwdn/N937nY9hMZanCcm6PjWv3O3Xsn9xsPHj56/KR5+vRSx1nKxYDHMk6vfaaFDCMxgBCkuE5SwZQvxZU//1DGrxYi1WEc9WGZiJFi0ygMQs7AuOjp8U2bBCnjOUlYCiGTRDGYcSbzLwXNCQBSAljRIckstIvfKFSei0bbIzpTNAcPF+P+dwq3anUIzIwQhQ2R/9XIoYuLsykt+R0SMV+y21D261ll7OTdQ3HOyEchgf062o3238axU/i+do2EwY5feYSlU6LCaFX2Hmh/LWoIM+p6wYHu3LIzXKpvVux6h6ay4uVuYZgvkaKO18Fd4pcRbK9JdI3cNx4bEVLyFps81+4cJtpjt9FWFLwqF1LVLf5DetjuFnvd6q1MmVLMXLD+lkK+oLgoFMW02XLOndVCuwaujJZVrQva/EEmMc+UiIBLpvUQOwmM8vLRcCnMi8m0SBifs6kYGjNiSuhRvvqDBWobzwQFcWp2BGjl3WTkTGm9VL5Blq3p7Vjp3BcbZhC8G+VhlGQgIr5OFGQSQYzKD40mYSo4yKUxGE9DUyviM2bGAubbN8wQ8HbLu8ale46N/fVNq/e+GseJ9dx6YXUsbL21etZn68IaWLzWqwW1uJbUP9Xn9bQOa+jxUcV5Zv2x6sVP5TCVlw==</latexit>

✓1 = ✓0 +
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

✓0

r✓ L(✓1 )
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0pMk6CniKdbEEQzKzqo/m8fYMZI=">AAADYniclVJBb9MwGHVTBiPA1rIjHCKqogTWKa6Q4FJpAg4cOAxp3SbVneW4TmPNToLtVFRR/iQ3Tlz4IThNDqOrNPFJkV7e+56ev09flAuuTRj+6jjdB3sPH+0/dp88fXZw2Os/v9BZoSib0kxk6ioimgmesqnhRrCrXDEiI8Euo5tPtX65YkrzLD0365zNJVmmPOaUGEvhfufHEOUJv34zQUQtkeQprv+RJCahRJRfKx+ZhBmCz/1aCAJ3mODxJN60+SglkSA7usfBcYJh4KLPTBjSknCyvMcGa1sJK5vy2pM4nPhwhKJGaUy46dzhDQMPodq3uu0bB/79xuB67A4lNpM2y0aXZgSrt/8Rb+ybt6YdoVgRWqIlkZJUJdLflSlXGFaVxBD3BuFJuCnvLoAtGIC2znDvJ1pktJAsNVQQrWcwzM28JMpwKljlokKznNAbsmQzC1MimZ6XmxOpvKFlFl6cKfulxtuwtx0lkVqvZWQ769H0tlaTu7RZYeIP85KneWFYSpuguBCeybz63rwFV4wasbaAUMXtWz2aELsWY6/StUuA2yPfBRfjE2jxt3eD04/tOvbBC/AK+ACC9+AUfAFnYApo57ez5xw4h86frtvtd4+aVqfTeo7AP9V9+RfNrQ5R</latexit>

✓1 = g (rL(✓1 ), h1 )
L(✓1 +
<latexit sha1_base64="teku2SG7KRTpjkmPBTbj3sDw7ag=">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</latexit>

✓2 = ✓1 +
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

✓1
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r✓ L(✓2 )
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
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Learning RNN Optimizer by Gradient Descent

• Objective for the RNN optimizer ! on the entire training trajectory

Lmeta ( ) =
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where 1. weights for each time-step

• Outer-loop: minimize ℒ#$%&(() using gradient descent on !
• For simplicity, assume *+ *, ℒ -. = 0 (then, only requires first-order gradients)
Parameters -

Gradients
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Architecture of RNN Optimizer

• A challenge is optimizing (at least) tens of thousands of parameters
• Computationally not feasible with fully connected RNN architecture

• Use LSTM optimizer which operates coordinate-wise on the parameters
• By considering coordinate-wise optimizer
• Able to use small network for optimizer
• Share optimizer parameters across different parameters of the model
• Input: gradient for single coordinate and the hidden state
• Output: update for corresponding model parameter
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Effectiveness of a Learned Optimizer

• Learning models for
• Quadratic functions
L(✓) = kX✓
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• Optimizer is trained by optimizing random functions from this family
• Tested on newly sampled functions from the same distribution

• Neural network on MNIST dataset
• Trained for 100 steps with MLP (1 hidden layer of 20 units, using a sigmoid function)

• Outperform baseline optimizers
• Also perform well beyond the meta-trained steps (> 100 steps)
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Generalization of a Learned Optimizer

• Generalization to different datasets
• Learn LSTM optimizer on CIFAR-10
• Test on subset of CIFAR-10 (CIFAR-5 and CIFAR-2)

• Learn much faster than baseline optimizers
• Even for different (but similar) dataset
• Without additional tuning of the learned optimizer
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Meta-learner LSTM

• [Andrychowicz et al., 16] compute gradients using LSTM.

✓t+1 = ✓t + g (rL(✓t ), ht )
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Inputs

Outputs of RNN

Hidden states

• [Ravi and Larochelle, 17] formulate the whole update sequences as LSTM:
Inputs

Hidden states

Input gate

Forget gate
LSTM
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Meta-learner LSTM

• Recall the objective for the RNN optimizer ! on the entire training trajectory

Lmeta ( ) =
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where "# weights for each time-step

• [Ravi and Larochelle, 17] only use the last loss. (i.e.,

Gradients
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Meta-learner LSTM

• They used the learnable optimizer for few-shot learning.
• The meta-learning with learnable optimizer can be done by training it over
multiple tasks.

• The meta-learning optimizer (Meta-learner LSTM) outperforms Matching
Networks for 5-shot cases.
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Learning Good Initialization for Few-Shot Learning

• Few-shot learning tackles limited-data scenario
• One way to overcome the lack of data is initialization

• Common initialization method: pre-train with ImageNet and fine-tune
(+) Generally works very well on various tasks
(-) Not work when one has only a small number of examples (1-shot, 5-shot, etc.)
(-) Cannot be used when target network architectures are different from source model
pre-trained parameters
(new) test task

• Learning initializations of a network that
• Adapt fast with a small number of examples (few-shot learning)
• Simple and easily generalized to various model architecture and tasks
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Model-Agnostic Meta-learning (MAML)

• Key idea
• Train over many tasks, to learn parameter ✓ that transfers well
• Use objective that encourage to fast adapt when fine-tuned with small data
• Assumption: some representations are more transferrable than others
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
<latexit

• Model find parameter ✓ that would reduce the validation loss on each task
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<latexit

• To do that, find (one or more steps of) fine-tuned parameter from for each task
• And reduce the validation loss at fine-tuned parameter for each task
• Meta-update the to direction that would adapt faster on each new task
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Model-Agnostic Meta-learning (MAML)

• Notations and problem set-up
•
•
•
•
•

Task
Consider a distribution over tasks p(T )
Model is trained to learn new task Ti ⇠ p(T ) from only ! samples
Loss function for task Ti is LTi
Model " is learned by minimizing the test error on new samples from Ti
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Meta-train set
(! = 4 samples per class)

"
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Algorithms

• Consider a model

parameterized with

• Inner-loop
• Adapting model to a new task

Where is learning rate,
• We can compute
with one or more gradient descent update steps

• Outer-loop
• Model parameters are trained by optimizing the performance of
• With respect to across tasks sampled from

• So, the meta-optimization:

Where

is meta-learning rate
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Algorithms

• Consider a model

parameterized with

• Inner-loop
• Adapting model to a new task

Where is learning rate,
• We can compute
with one or more gradient descent
steps better than !
! thatupdate
would adapt

• Outer-loop

• Model parameters are trained by optimizing the performance of

• So, the meta-optimization:

Where

is meta-learning rate
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Meta-Gradients of MAML

• MAML computes 2nd gradients
• 1-step optimization example

Task-specificly optimized parameters
Meta-learned initial model parameters

• High computation cost
• Computation cost is increased with a number of inner-loop iterations !
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First Order Approximation of MAML

• MAML computes 2nd gradients
• 1-step optimization example

Task-specificly optimized parameters
Meta-learned initial model parameters

• High computation cost
• Computation cost is increased with a number of inner-loop iterations !

• Use 1st order approximation

• Ignore 2nd order terms
• Empirically show similar performance
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MAML

• Inner loop
• One (or more) step of SGD on training loss starting from a meta-learned network

• Outer loop
• Meta-parameters: initial weights of neural network
• Meta-objective Lmo : validation loss
• Meta-optimizer: SGD
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

• Learned model initial parameters adapt fast to new tasks

Inner loop
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Experiments on Few-Shot Learning Tasks

• Few-shot regression experiments
•
•
•
•

Regress the sine wave
Where
,
,
are randomly sampled
MAML with one gradient update inner loop
Evaluate performance by fine-tuning the model
• On !-samples, compared with simply pre-trained model
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Experiments on Few-Shot Learning Tasks

• Few-shot regression experiments
•
•
•
•

Regress the sine wave
Where
,
,
are randomly sampled
MAML with one gradient update inner loop
Evaluate performance by fine-tuning the model
• On !-samples, compared with simply pre-trained model

• Adapt much faster with small number of samples (purple triangle below)
• MAML regresses well in the region without data (learn periodic nature of sine well)
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Experiments on Few-Shot Learning Tasks

• Few-shot regression experiments
•
•
•
•

Regress the sine wave
Where
,
,
are randomly sampled
MAML with one gradient update inner loop
Evaluate performance by fine-tuning the model
• On !-samples, compared with simply pre-trained model

• Adapt much faster with small number of samples (purple triangle below)
• Continue to improve with additional gradient step
• Not overfitted to that only improves after one step
• Learn initialization that amenable to fast adaptation
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Experiments on Few-Shot Learning Tasks

• Few-shot classification experiments
• Omniglot

• Mini-ImageNet
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MAML

• MAML outperforms other baselines and generalizes well on unseen tasks
• It is model-agnostic
• No dependency on network architectures
• Can be used for another task not only few-shot learning (e.g., reinforcement learning)
• Easily applicable to many applications

• Many recent works on meta-learning based on MAML
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning the learning rate as well [Li, et. al., 17]
First-order approximation of MAML [Nichol, et. al., 18]
Probabilistic MAML [Finn, et. al., 18]
Visual imitation learning [Finn, et. al., 17]
LEO [Rusu, et al., 18]
MT-NET [Lee, et al., 18]
CAVIA [Zintgraf, et al., 19]
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An Extension: Meta-SGD - Learning Initialization and Learning Rates

• MAML uses the same learning rate for all the task
• Meta-SGD improves MAML by
• Learning the learning rates for each task
• Here the learning rates are vector, so that adjust the gradient direction as well

• Inner loop computation becomes: ✓0 = ✓
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• Where ! is a vector of learning rates
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Experimental Results on Few-Shot Regression

• Same few-shot regression experiment settings with MAML
• By learning the hyperparameter (learning rates) Meta-SGD outperforms MAML
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Experimental Results on Few-Shot Classification

• Omniglot experiments

• Mini-Imagenet experiments

• Meta-SGD outperforms baselines with a large margin
• Especially, it works well with many number of classes (20-way)
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Meta-learning for Learning Various Learning Rules

• Meta-SGD outperforms MAML in many experiments
• Learning hyperparameter is useful as well
• Indicate simple hyperparameter learning also gives benefit

• In many meta-learning methods meta-networks learn also:
•
•
•
•

Optimizer parameters: Learning rates, momentum, or optimizer itself
Metric space for data distribution similarity comparison
Weights of loss for each sample for handling data imbalance
And many other learning rules
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Hallucination-based methods

• To combat with deficiency of labeled data, hallucination based methods learn
generators on base classes to augment the few shots
• It can be combined with other few-shot learning methods, e.g., metric-based one

• The basic assumption is that the intra-class cross-sample relationship learned
from seen (training) classes can be applied to unseen (test) classes
Seen class

Unseen class

Learning intra-class
relationship
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Hallucination-based methods

• To combat with deficiency of labeled data, hallucination based methods learn
generators on base classes to augment the few shots
• It can be combined with other few-shot learning methods, e.g., metric-based one

• The basic assumption is that the intra-class cross-sample relationship learned
from seen (training) classes can be applied to unseen (test) classes
• In practice, a generator is trained to augment an example.
Train

Test

?
Generator
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Hallucinator

• [Wang et al., 18] proposed Hallucinator which generates synthetic samples,
trained end-to-end along with a classifier
• Hallucinator is built upon metric-based meta-learning methods, e.g., ProtoNet

• Given an initial support set
creates an augmented set

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Hallucinator

• [Wang et al., 18] proposed Hallucinator which generates synthetic samples,
trained end-to-end along with a classifier
• Hallucinator is built upon metric-based meta-learning methods, e.g., ProtoNet

• Given an initial support set
creates an augmented set

, the hallucinator (generator) G
, where

• The hallucinator G and a classifier h are jointly trained with following loss:
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Any metric-based
meta-learning method

aug
G
= Strain [ Strain
, where Strain
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Delta-encoder

• [Schwartz et al., 18] proposed delta-encoder, which learns to synthesize new
samples based on a modified auto-encoder (AE)
• Standard AE learns to reconstruct a signal X by minimizing ||X X̂||1
• X̂ = D(E(X)) , where E , D are an encoder and a decoder, respectively
• Delta-encoder takes a pair of same-class examples

, and reconstructs

• X̂ s = D(E(X s , Y s ), Y s )
• Delta-encoder is trained by minimizing ||X s X̂ s ||1
• Delta-encoder learns to extract deformation, i.e., delta ( ), between pairs
X

X̂
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Delta-encoder

• At training time,
• Delta-encoder is trained with a pair of same seen class examples
• X̂ s = D(E(X s , Y s ), Y s )

• At test time (sample synthesis phase),
• Delta-encoder applies learned deformation from seen class to augment unseen class
• It generates latent vector from
• Then it generates a new sample
unseen class example

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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, i.e., Z = E(X s , Y s )
from the latent vector

Test time

and an
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Delta-encoder

• Generated samples of miniImageNet (12-way 1-shot task)

• Figure a.
• The red crosses mark the original 12 single-samples
• The generated points are colored according to their class

• Figure b.
• The real image seen at training is framed in blue
• All other images represent the synthesized samples
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Adversarial Feature Hallucination Networks (AFHN)

• AFHN [Li et al. 20] employ GAN to augment features of few-shot samples
• The main idea is to generate an augmented feature from a given feature
(i.e., condition) , using a conditional Wasserstein GAN (cWGAN)
z ⇠ N (0, 1)

z
augmented feature
feature

G

F
D

LGAN

• They use WGAN loss with gradient penalty [Gulrajani et al., 17]:

where
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Adversarial Feature Hallucination Networks (AFHN)

• AFHN [Li et al. 20] employ GAN to augment features of few-shot samples
• The main idea is to generate an augmented feature from a given feature
(i.e., condition) , using a conditional Wasserstein GAN (cWGAN)
z ⇠ N (0, 1)

z
augmented feature
feature

G

F
D

LGAN

• However, naïve GAN training does not guarantee diversity and discriminability
of the generated features
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Adversarial Feature Hallucination Networks (AFHN)

• Diversity: intra-class variation of the generated features
• Discriminability: discriminative features among the classes
• AFHN consists of cWGAN and two regularizers which handle these issues
• Anti-collapse regularizer: encourage “diversity” of syntheiszed features
• Classification regularizer: encourage “dicriminability” of synthesized features

Anti-collapse
regularizer
Classification
regularizer
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Adversarial Feature Hallucination Networks (AFHN)

• Anti-collapse regularizer
• The loss term dispels the generated features from different noise vectors

• ST is a support set
• where the generated features s̃1 (s̃2 ) are from random noise z1 (z2 )

Anti-collapse
regularizer
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Adversarial Feature Hallucination Networks (AFHN)

• Classification regularizer
• It adopts the loss term of ProtoNet for classification:

j
• where QT is a query set, and s̃i = G(sj , zi ) is the synthesized feature for the j-th class

• It encourages to learn discriminative features among classes

Classification
regularizer
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Adversarial Feature Hallucination Networks (AFHN)

• In overall, the total loss is computed by the three terms
•

and

are computed for two different random noise vectors

• The feature extractor
meta-learning stage

Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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is pre-trained with all training samples, and fixed during
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Adversarial Feature Hallucination Networks (AFHN)

• Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of AFHN
• AFHN outperforms Delta-encoder on Mini-Imagenet

• With the proposed regularizers, the synthesized features exhibit clear clustering
structure, which helps train a discriminative classifier

t-SNE visualization of synthesized feature embeddings
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Fine-tuning Baselines for Few-shot Classification

• Significant progress has been made in meta-learning approaches
• The complexity of meta-learning algorithms is also growing

• Recently, [Chen et al. 19] revisit a simple fine-tuning method in the few-shot
classification, and show that their performance has been underestimated
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Fine-tuning Baselines for Few-shot Classification

• In the fine-tuning approach, they do not train the model over a collection of
tasks/episodes as in meta-learning
• Instead, a feature extractor is pre-trained with all classes of training data

• Then a classifier is trained on few samples with the fixed feature extractor
• Baseline method trains a linear classifier
• Baseline++ method uses cosine distances between the input feature and the
weight vector
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Fine-tuning Baselines for Few-shot Classification

• Surprisingly, those simple baselines achieve competitive performance
compared with the state-of-the-art meta-learning methods

• Moreover, some meta-learning methods are even beaten by Baseline++ with a
deeper backbone, e.g., ResNet-34, in mini-ImageNet 5-shot
• Fine-tuning methods are well generalized in a cross-domain evaluation setting
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Improved Fine-tuning Methods: Transductive Fine-tuning

• There are several strategies have been proposed for improving fine-tuning
baselines on few-shot classification
• Transductive fine-tuning [Dhillon et al. 19] uses information from the test
(query) data while meta-testing stage
• The labels of query data are still not accessible

• After the pre-training stage, transductive fine-tuning method minimizes:

Cross-entropy Loss

Support set
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab

Entropy of prediction
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Improved Fine-tuning Methods

• There are several strategies have been proposed for improving fine-tuning
baselines on few-shot classification
• Transductive fine-tuning [Dhillon et al. 19] uses information from the test
(query) data while meta-testing stage
• The labels of query data are still not accessible

• After the pre-training stage, transductive fine-tuning method minimizes:

• This regularizer for the unlabeled query sample improves few-shot classification
performance, especially in 1-shot regime
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Improved Pre-training Methods

• [Tian et al., 19] propose a pre-training method using self-distillation techniques
• Similar to Born Again Neural Networks [Furlanello et al. 18], they apply
knowledge distillation sequentially to improve the model gradually

Cross-entropy Loss

KD from previous model

• At fine-tuning stage, they perform logistic regression on the normalized
features, with augmentation strategies of random crop/flip, and color jitter
• These empirical choices are important for the classification performance
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Improved Pre-training Methods

• This method significantly outperforms state-of-the-art meta-learning methods
• They also show that self-supervised learning (SSL) approaches could achieve
comparable performance to supervised pre-training

• Recent state-of-the-art SSL methods, e.g., [Chen et al., 20], also show their
superior performance on few-shot classification
• A good embedding plays the most important role in few-shot learning

• Q. Do these results negate recent progress in meta-learning?
• A. No. Meta-learning is much broader than just few-shot classification. They
may be suitable in other domains (e.g., reinforcement learning).
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Summary

• Meta-learning is a study about learning the learning rules

• Make learner which is fast adapted to unseen task with only few examples

• Metric-based meta-learning

• The key idea is to learn a metric or distance function on deep neural features over
objects

• Metric-based meta-learning
• The key idea is to learn a metric or distance function on deep neural features over
objects

• Optimization-based meta-learning
• The key idea is to adjust the optimization algorithm (e.g. gradient descent) with a few
examples

• It is applied for many other fields as well
• Hyperparameter optimization
• Neural network architecture search
• Reinforcement learning
Algorithmic Intelligence Lab
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Summary

• Hallucination-based methods
• The key idea is to augment few samples using learned intra-class relationship

• Fine-tuning methods
• The key idea is to transfer knowledge from a pre-trained model via fine-tuning
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